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Inside the Crypto Stunt
Factory

What do Olive Garden, AriZona Iced
Tea and celebrities who block people
on Twitter have in common? They’ve

all been the subject of cheeky
cryptocurrency pranks by the viral

savants at the artist collective Mossy.
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hen the value of the terra

stablecoin started to plummet

last month, things looked grim

for the crypto market. Artists Brian Moore,

Mike Lacher and Chris Baker decided to create

a stablecoin whose value would never waver.

The three of them, who are collectively known

as Mossy, created a stablecoin pegged to
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AriZona Iced TeaAriZona Iced Tea, the sugary beverage that

has famously cost $1 for years. “We have the

most stable thing on the planet right in front

of us,” Moore said.

All 1,000 of the tokens, known as USDTea,

sold out in 90 minutes.

You don’t have to worry about the token

collapsing, Mossy promises with a

metaphorical wink. “We can ensure investors

that we’ve been rigorously audited…audited

by ourselves,” Lacher said. In a Zoom call,

Lachar and Moore reassure me that the value

of their stablecoin is backed by a reserve of

990 actual cans of AriZona Iced Tea, which

are stored in secure locations, the specifics of

which they can’t disclose because of what

Moore calls “security implications.”

The reason Mossy’s reserve is 10 cans short of

the original 1,000 tokens is because some

USDTea buyers, ahem, liquidated their

holdings. Investors who want to redeem their

tokens for cans of iced tea have to pay Mossy a

$20 processing fee to get the beverages

shipped to them. It couldn’t be learned

whether the investors imbibed their assets.

USDTea was the latest shenanigan from a

group of artists who have spent more than a

decade making headlines for their often-

sardonic digital projects. Moore and Baker are

the pranksters behind Cloak, an antisocial
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social app
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social app

social app
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social appsocial app that lets people track their friends’

locations solely so they can avoid them. And

all three teamed up to create a brutal satirical

game, Thoughts and Prayers
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Thoughts and PrayersThoughts and Prayers, where players

try to stop school shootings with thoughts and

prayers alone (players lose every time).

But this year the trio officially formed Mossy,

finding their creative sweet spot in the crypto

world where it’s often difficult to disentangle

parody and sincerity. First, Mossy created a
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non-fungible token collection
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non-fungible token collectionnon-fungible token collection of 880 Olive

Garden restaurants, dubiously promising to

one day use the profits from the NFT sales to

buy the entire chain. And then it came up

with Blockedchain NFTs
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Blockedchain NFTsBlockedchain NFTs, which allowed

people to mint NFTs commemorating the fact

that they had been blocked by prominent

Twitter accounts. USDTea came next. Each

project has blown up on social media,

perhaps because they appeal equally to

crypto critics, NFT evangelists and anyone

else who just wants to be in on the joke.

But Mossy’s antics beg some questions. Are

the projects meant purely to mock crypto? Or

as an ironic way to generate wealth for the

artists? To the former, sort of. To the latter,

definitely no.

Moore said none of their projects have made a

profit, and their goal is to be as accessible as

possible. Mostly, the three of them just want

to have fun. “I would say that we’re all crypto

skeptics. There’s no doubt about it,” Moore

said. But, he added, “with any new

technology, any new space, you need to find

the weirdness in it and bring it to light. If you

don’t do that, you’re gonna live a really boring

life.”

efore the formation of Mossy, all

three members had independently

mastered the skills behind internet

virality. Lacher made headlines for his website
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was featured on BBCwas featured on BBC in 2020 for a

contraption that automatically hit “end call”

when Zoom meetings got boring, and Baker

and Lacher were both creative directors for

BuzzFeed. “I’ve been putting dumb jokes on

the internet since the aughts,” Lacher said.

Baker introduced Moore and Lacher to each

other ten years ago. Since then, the trio has

created over 20 projects together. The three

are scattered across the country (Moore in Los

Angeles, Lacher in Minneapolis, and Baker in

Austin, Tex.), gathering in a Discord channel

to dream up new projects.

They had dabbled in crypto since the early

bitcoin days, but became more intrigued by

cryptocurrencies with the advent of ethereum,

which created a more robust platform for

developers to build upon. Crypto’s

combination of revolutionary technology and

endless memes seemed like a perfect medium

for their own work. “There’s huge potential

with decentralized applications and smart

contracts,” Moore said. “But also the stupidity

potential is pretty high.”

So they started playing around with crypto

tools to learn more about the technology.

Moore said Lacher handles the deeper crypto

development, but they collaborate on the rest,

from designing the art in the project to setting

up the related websites. “Mike is the biggest

Web3 god I know,” Moore said, before Lacher

immediately chimed in: “Which is to say he

doesn’t know a lot.”

Last December, when some NFTs were selling

for tens of millions of dollars, the three men

were making “a thousand dumb jokes” in

their shared Discord, Lacher remembered.

Eventually, though, one of those jokes stuck.

They launched their inaugural crypto project,

Non-Fungible Olive Gardens, last December,

putting images from Google Maps of the

restaurants on the blockchain.

“For too long, ownership of Olive Garden

franchises has been dominated by the

capricious whims of the fiat system,” their
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website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,

website read,website read, cheekily promising that the

ultimate goal was a “leveraged buyout of

Darden Restaurants, Olive Garden’s parent

company.”

“We were like, we’ll send it to two people just

to get their take on it and to see how dumb

this is,” Moore said.

They severely underestimated the appetite of

investors in crypto, a category in which even

meme projects can bring in a lot of money. All

880 NFOGs, costing $19.99—the price of

Olive Garden’s Tour of Italy entree—sold out

in twelve hours. Moore said the Mossy team

made enough to breakeven on the cost of

making it.

“Some people who were buying Non-Fungible

Olive Gardens just seemed like they were

trying to ride a little bit of a wave and make

some money flipping it,” said Thorne Melcher,

a Web3 developer and one of the buyers of an

NFOG for a restaurant based in Florida
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me, there was something that was strangely

alluring about the culture behind this project

in kind of an ironic way.” She called the

project “Warholesque” and hopes to one day

visit her franchise.

Thousands of people flooded the project’s

Discord channel, where they could, as Moore

put it, role-play “as an Olive Garden

franchisee.” There was a “host stand”

channel where a bot greeted each new

member and promised “a table ready for you

as soon as we can,” as well as a chat room

where ambient Italian music played in the

background.

Part of the collection’s charm was how closely

it resembled tried-and-true crypto strategies.

At the dawn of Bored Apes, a popular NFT

collection, owners would spend hours in

Clubhouse rooms making monkey sounds
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And just two weeks ago, thousands gathered
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in Twitter Spacesin Twitter Spaces to do their best goblin

impressions as part of a hot new NFT project

called Goblintown.

“Some people didn’t even see it as a joke,”

Lacher said. “They thought that we were

really trying to scam people.”

One such person was a Minecraft streamer
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who goes by Sarah Burssty online. She

describes herself as “staunchly anti-NFT,” and

when she stumbled upon NFOG, she assumed

it was a crypto scam. She didn’t budge on her

views of the project when she realized it was a

parody.

“Satire requires a clarity of purpose and target

lest it be mistaken for and contribute to that

which it intends to criticize,” she said,

quoting a popular meme.
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“She couldn’t tell it was satire?” Moore said

incredulously when a reporter described

Burssty’s comments to him.

In an act of mild anti-crypto vigilantism, she

shot the Olive Gardens Twitter account a

message alerting them to the project. “Thank

you for bringing this to our attention,” the

company replied
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Shortly after, Olive Garden's lawyers got

OpenSea to remove the NFT images of the

restaurants from its marketplace. Some other

NFT trading platforms kept the photos up, but

owners could no longer display and resell

their NFTs on the most popular marketplace,

making it significantly harder for them to turn

a profit or even just show off their franchise.

To some in the crypto world, the situation was

a wake-up call.

“It kind of revealed to me that actually, the

space is pretty centralized,” said Giovanni

Sanchez, an NFOG owner. “It maybe took

away a little bit of the idealism.”

Despite a letter from the Mossy team pleading

with them to allow the project to continue, the

chain said no. Someone even minted the
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Even though its first collection got shut down,

the Mossy team was hooked on crypto, with

its strange meme culture and rapid virality.
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BlockedchainBlockedchain came next.

“It was a realization that people often post

screenshots of people blocking them. They’re

almost like badges of honor,” Moore said.

Mossy chose 20 celebrities to design

Blockedchain NFTs for, ranging from tech

leaders like Elon Musk and Jack Dorsey to

corporations like Wendy’s and Pfizer. The

NFTs themselves were free, apart from the

crypto processing fee, also known as a “gas

fee.” The Mossy team technically gets a cut of

any resale, but Moore says no one has resold

their Blockedchain NFTs yet.

The project also subverted one of the most

important elements of a successful NFT:

scarcity. NFT projects generate hype from

their limited supplies. In this case, the supply

is unknown, determined solely by a

celebrity’s block button. It made for brilliant

organic marketing, with celebrities

incentivized to chime in and determine for

themselves the value of their Blockedchain

NFTs.

Venture capitalist Marc Andreessen, a

famously prolific blocker, was thrilled at the

project, tweeting his support, according to

Moore (Andreessen deletes all his old tweets).

But whoever runs the account for the band

Smash Mouth seemed less enthused. “Just

unblocked everyone. Have a nice day,” they

they

they
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tweeted
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tweetedtweeted. One person even created a CIA

Blockchained NFT after the intelligence

agency blocked him.

A screenshot of a Marc Andreessen tweet, provided by

Brian Moore.

“He wouldn’t say what he did to get blocked,”

Lacher said. “He sounded both proud of

getting blocked and not proud of whatever he

had to do to get blocked.”

The crew is just getting started with their

crypto stunts, hinting at two more crypto-

related projects in the works. They’ve built up

a fan base—one influencer compared their
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workwork to that of famed artist collective MSCHF

—that’s ready to help make their next drop go

viral. With the crypto world currently in

flames, there will be no shortage of things to

make fun of.

Margaux MacColl is a reporter for The

Information, covering tech culture. Previously,

she was a startups/venture capital reporter for

Business Insider.

Despite Mossy’s penchant for satire, the

artists have warmed up to the crypto world.

They welcome the crypto diehards in their

Discord channels. “They really saw something

big out of this and that’s up to them,” Moore

said. “They’re as much part of this as we are.”
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